c l ay m i n i n g an d b r i c k ma k i n g

One Europe More Nature
Gelderse Poort / the Netherlands
The Gelderse Poort is the area where the Rhine branches out
into the Rivers Waal, Lower Rhine and IJssel. It is situated on the
German/Dutch border, near the cities of Arnhem, Nijmegen and
Emmerich. The project area covers some 10 000 hectares and is
increasingly considered as the green lung of an expanding
urbanised and economically important region

r ive r- a n d wate r ma nagem e nt
The Gelderse Poort is located at the top of the delta of the
river Rhine. Flood protection has always been an important
issue in this region, especially since the exceptionally high
floods of 1993 and 1995. Since 2000 the Dutch government
has been working on a new flood management programme,
‘Ruimte voor de Rivier’ (Space for the river). Its main
objective is to create a safe and sustainable flood protection
programme which respects and enlarges natural and landscape values. In this respect the efforts undertaken in e.g.
the Millingerwaard are an example of how this can be done.

ag r i c u ltu re a n d via natu ra
Since 1995 a challenging land re-allocation plan, ‘Landinrichtingsproject Ooijpolder’, has focused on a strict
separation of intensive farming and ecological restoration.
1500 hectares of meadows in the river forelands of the River
Waal were to be withdrawn from farming, while at the same
time the conditions for cultivation in the area behind the
dikes would be improved. This programme gained the farm-

agr i c u ltu r e a n d n atu r e
Via Natura

ers’ support and local acceptance in a very short period of
time and is now almost completed. In the meantime it has

Corridor with mixed farming

become clear that intensive farming, even in the areas designated for this, has a limited future. Efforts are now underway

Natural grazing

to also here restore valuable landscape elements, such as
hedges and natural verges along ditches and fields) and to
improve recreation facilities such as footpaths and small

r ive r ma n age m e nt a n d
wat e r ma n age m e nt

bridges. The project, which offers land-owners payments for
such ‘green services’ is know as Via Natura.
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Ferries

In the past four decades the economic and social structure
of the Gelderse Poort region has changed dramatically.

Footpaths and bicycle roads

Although farming and the brick industry intensified, the
number of workers in these sectors decreased. Villages were

Information

effectively transformed into dormitories as many people
moved from the villages to the cities. Supermarkets in the

Campings

city out-competed village shops, bus services became marginalised, ferries stopped. As a next step in this development,
wealthier urban people chose to live in the countryside.
Because of the influx of new money and new people
(including many tourists), the infrastructure in the area has
improved and so have possibilities for entrepreneurs. Bus
services have been restored, new tourist ferries have started
operating and there are several bicycle rental services.

r e stau r a nts a n d
c at e r i n g bus i n e s s

The vision Living Rivers, published by wwf in 1992,

sa n d a n d g r ave l
e xt r act io n

describes how clay mining and brick making, two of the

Sand and gravel are tradi-

oldest industries in the region, can help restore historical

tionally used in building

river courses, thus increasing biodiversity and capacity for

and infrastructure projects

water retention. Additional advantages include:

such as roads and railways.

• the brick and clay-mining industry obtains new opportuni-

In recent decades heavy

ties and a better image (‘building with bricks is building

restrictions were put on sand

for nature’);

and gravel extraction

• farmers in river forelands may sell their land to the clay-

because of its environmental

mining industry and use these funds to move to better

impact and because of public

grounds (a market-driven restructuring of agriculture);
• the new ‘wilderness areas’ attract many visitors, which in

r e stau r a nts a n d cat e r i n g bu s i n e s s

resistance against large pits in the landscape. This prompted

The booming natural qualities of the area and regional and

the industry to adapt a new approach (‘Over Winnen’,

national communications campaigns have triggered many

published in 2003), which was supported by environmental

The Living Rivers approach is currently implemented in a

visitors to discover the area. As a consequence the restau-

organisations. The principle is similar to that of Living

large number of projects.

rants, hotels and cafés have revived and new ones have

Rivers: use sand and gravel extraction to build new land-

turn offer new economic opportunities.

sprung up. This has resulted in a substantial growth of

scapes in which ecological processes are restored and in

jobs in tourism, recreation, and hospitality. The river and

which present and future needs (e.g. water retention,

its landscape are big business!

recreation, attractive building locations etc.) can be fulfilled.

The Gelderse Poort

o n e e u r o p e mo r e n atu r e
The central goal of One Europe More Nature is: to identify, create and communicate practical examples of alternatives for rural development in Europe, mechanisms which
are good for nature and good for people and which can
significantly influence the reform of the cap and enhance
wwf ’s nature conservation impact across Europe.
w wf does this by:
• setting up a network of pilot projects across Europe
and acquiring experience with various regional partners of financing mechanisms for nature and landscape protection and restoration. These pilots also
include non-wwf projects. In most cases pilots offer
perspective on a European scale;
• using these results to influence public opinion and
policy decision-making on European (agricultural) policy and its reform and implementation;
• creating awareness in European consumers that they
contribute to the quality of nature and landscape
by their (purchasing) behaviour in food, services,
recreation, tourism and other sectors.

A new, sustainable economy under construction

t h e e u ro p ea n la n d sc a p e
at a c ro ssroa d s
The appearance of the European landscape is largely
determined by agriculture – simply because this
economic activity covers more than 50% of Europe’s
land surface. Forestry comes a good second, covering
35%. Changes in agriculture and forestry therefore
impact immediately on our landscapes and the animal
and plant communities associated with them. And big
changes in land use do lie ahead of us – especially in
agriculture.
It has been estimated that as a result of the eu ’s
Common Agricultural Policy several million hectares of
land will no longer be needed for agriculture. In areas
where conditions are good (soil quality and in particular access to resources and markets) farmers will
intensify and upscale their activities, thus out competing colleagues in areas where conditions are less
favourable. Without support, the latter will have no
choice but to give up their farms, often leaving the
land unmanaged. Both sides of the coin, intensification
and land-abandonment, will induce drastic social
changes in rural areas throughout Europe and will lead
to enormous changes in landscapes, natural values and
ecological processes.
The change has already started and will be accelerated
by the extension of the eu . This demands reflection
and action by all those who care about the quality of
the European landscape and the wellbeing of the
people whose lives are intertwined with them.
Where agriculture disappears, new economies need
to be developed. These should
• support people (socially, economically)
• support the conservation and/or restoration of landscapes and ecological processes.
Only initiatives, in which these two qualities are combined, will have a chance for implementation in the
short term and at the same time will be sustainable in
the long term.

on e e u ro p e m o re natu re
The fact that land-use is changing is no secret.
Although the public at large may not yet be aware of it,
policy makers and politicians know what’s going on. It
is no coincidence that the Common Agricultural Policy

increasingly offers possibilities for ‘rural development’
in the broad sense, instead of being solely directed
towards supporting agriculture. However, changing
policies is one (important!) thing, changing practices is
another. This is where One Europe More Nature comes
in. One Europe More Nature aims to develop and/or
highlight areas in which people are succeeding in
making the transition from a (largely) agricultural
economy to a (more diverse and sustainable) new economy. In the latter, agriculture might still play a role,
but will no longer be the critical factor on which social
life, incomes, natural values and landscape quality
depend. By highlighting these working examples,
wwf wants to change the spirit of the debate and
demonstrate that changes in land use need not be
treated as a problem. They can also be seen as an
opportunity to develop new landscape qualities and
new forms of income. Sure, grabbing these opportunities is hard work – but it can be done and it is rewarding. One Europe More Nature shows this.

th e g e lde rs e poort
An example of a ‘new economy under construction’ is
illustrated in this wall map. It shows how and where
people living in the Gelderse Poort area of the Netherlands are successfully building a new economy, which
is not only helping to restore ecological processes and
landscape quality, but is also creating new jobs. The
whole process takes place on a voluntary basis, is market driven and is independent of long term subsidies.
The Gelderse Poort is not a blueprint for sustainable
development in other areas in Europe – every situation
needs its own tailor made solutions. However, wwf
firmly believes that the projects described in this
report can be a source of inspiration for all those
working towards a new future for Europe’s landscapes
and ecological processes – and the people, plants and
animals associated with them.

more i n formation
This wall map shows you where to go if you want to
see the various elements of the new economy developing in the Gelderse Poort. More details on the background of these efforts and the people involved in
them can be found in the Policy Field Guide Gelderse
Poort, published by wwf in 2005.

One Europe More Nature works with field projects in 6 eu member states (yellow) and in one of the accession countries
(brown). It also collaborates closely with the wwf’s European Policy Office in Brussels.

One Europe More Nature
European Challenges, Natural Solutions:
A new perspective for nature and people
in rural areas in Europe

By combining policy and market mechanisms, and by
focussing on partnership, on stakeholders, and on new
economies rather than on species and habitats, wwf
believes that the One Europe More Nature projects offer
potential for self-sustaining rural development in a time
of change. Projects included in One Europe More Nature:
• Väinameri (Estonia), executed by Arhipelaag and
w wf -Sweden;
• Gelderse Poort (Netherlands), executed by Stichting
Ark and w wf -Netherlands;
• Sinca Noua and T,agla Mountains (Romania), executed
by the village of Sinca Noua and wwf International;
• Ardennes (Belgium), executed by wwf -Belgium;
• Prespa (Greece), executed by w wf -Greece and Society
for the Protection of Prespa
• Coto Doñana (Spain), executed by w wf -Spain;
• Tisza lowland floodplains (Hungary), executed by
w wf -Hungary;
• Tisza upland headwaters in Maramures (Romania),
executed by wwf -Danube Carpathian Programme.

One Europe More Nature is a collaborative – integrated – project of the w wf European teams on agriculture,
forestry, and freshwater and is funded by wwf Netherlands.
For more information on One Europe More Nature, contact the Project Leader:
Charlie Avis
c/o w wf Hungary, H-1124 Budapest, Nemetvolgyi ut 78/b, Hungary.
Tel: +36-1-2145554 x126; mobile: +36-30-4144454; email: Charlie.avis@wwf.hu

